
Omnium: A Bold New Circus  
A Celebration of Diversity  

Image of the Omnium logo: a white outline of a circus tent with the words 
“Omnium: A Bold New Circus” inside the tent on a gradient orange, yellow, and 
purple background. 

A young man with olive toned skin and dark brown hair holding on with both 
hands and feet to the inside of a large aluminum ring called a Cyr Wheel 
spinning courageously.  

A young woman with light brown hair simultaneously spinning 8 hula hoops 
on the length of her body spins in a circle. 

A man with chocolate brown skin in blue pants with red sparkles is upside 
down holding his leg and spinning on a silver pole.  

Max-I-Mime, a bald man with olive skin, funny man in a black bowler hat, 
and overalls with patches, holds striped pants with suspenders looking in a 
mirror.  He jumps and the overalls and pants switch places. 

Two long white pieces of fabric suspend a woman with long, flowing brown 
hair wearing a black leotard. Born without legs as she dances in the air.  

Max-I-Mime, now wearing a black bowler hat, black jacket and a mistfit red 
tie is crouched on the ground.  He turns an imaginary crank as he stands 
up straight. 

Two men wearing green sleeveless shirts, black pants, and black 
suspenders.  One is bald and on his knees.  The other has black hair, and is 
doing a handstand on the hands of the bald man.  A wheelchair sits behind 
them.  

A blonde petite woman with 3 white and 3 black horses.  One of the white 
horses stands up on its hind legs. 

The woman on the white fabric appears again, this time with a man with short 



dark hair, a black vest and black pants hold onto the fabric as the two spin 
around in a circle.  

A woman with chocolate brown skin and long black hair wearing a white 
unitard with gold sparkles balances on one hand on a wooden block at the 
top of a silver metal pipe, her other hand holds her leg as she rotates. 

The man with chocolate brown skin in blue pants with red sparkles now 
holding himself horizontally on the pole.  

The bald man is now standing while the man with dark hair uses the bald 
man’s head and hand to balance and swings his body into a handstand. 

Six men on unicycles wearing blue and red jerseys hold hands while going 
around in two circles.  They let go and weave through each other. 

A Chinese woman wearing a white leotard with a peacock feather print lays 
on her back with her feet in the air and spins 5 parasols at once using her 
hands and feet.  

Max-I-Mime, without his bowler hat, gets hit in the head with a green 
balloon.  He staggers. 

Two videos side by side. The young woman with light brown hair 
simultaneously spinning 6 hula hoops on the length of her body while 
being lifted into the air and the woman with chocolate brown skin and long 
black hair wearing a white unitard with gold sparkles is in a handstand with 
bent legs with both hands on the wooden block at the top of a silver metal 
pipe. 

The Omnium logo is seen again, this time in bright multi colors. 


